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Attitudes and Emotions 

Paul Solomon Reading 0198 LH 0140 MA 0001 JDE, Atlanta, GA, 07/23/73 

"In this moment you would see a man standing facing another man and with his smiles, 
with the love that he pours out, causes the other to smile." Now has he not caused that 
man in that moment to express God? See how simply you may serve?" 

Paul Solomon Reading 0103 0069 0001 MC, Atlanta, GA, 12/19/72 

"This one, then, would be particularly gifted as comedian, and would play well those 
roles that would stimulate laughter in others. And realize that this is a Divine Mission, 
the lifting of the spirits of others. Realize that through bringing the smiles, the laughter, 
to the face of those on this plane, you are responsible for counteracting a great deal of 
the anger, the hate, on this plane, and only by so doing can this be counter-acted, i.e., 
as these are produced – those vibrations of hate and anger – those that tear down the 
vibrations of the Earth Sphere, if there were so many more like this one, who could 
bring a smile to the lips, the joy in the heart, would you not lift the very vibrations of this 
planet by producing laughter, by producing enjoyment, in the hearts of others? 

"There is no greater service on this plane than that of entertaining in such manners as 
would produce smiles and laughter, would cause people to join together in love, for 
where is there room for hatred or animosity in a group of people laughing together? Do 
not their vibrations, even, join within that caused them to laugh together? Would this 
not, then , be a spiritual ministry of the highest order? See it in this manner, and train so 
many others to go out into the world, teaching people to laugh, to smile. Be this the 
ministry of this one." 

Paul Solomon Reading 0062 LH 0036 FA 0001 JDE, Atlanta, GA, 11/02/72 

"Now this one so often, upon entering a group or meeting another would lack the smile 
and projection of warmth and love, though this is not realized with the self. 

For this is the product of fear, the fear then makes this one vulnerable to the vibrations 
of others. And we find thus that other questions here have been asked concerning this 
relationship;, for so often this one would produce this feeling. The negative atmosphere 
about self through the hesitancy to give forth of self to others. Then in the holding back, 
in the reserving of self, the smile, the warmth, the lifting, raising vibrations that this one 
is so capable of producing; these are held within, and in doing so, this one receives, 
absorbs the vibrations of people. 

"But if there were produced within self the feeling of the Artesian Well, that which 
bubbles forth, the presence of spirit and the smile upon the face, know what these 
mechanical concepts, the feeling of being beautiful, the feeling of projecting radiance, 
the feeling of responsibility for the level of vibration, for the happiness, for the vitality of 
all in this room, then she would be perfectly capable and is perfectly capable of entering 
such a room with such a level of vibration, that all about would respond and be lifted. 
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And rather than the drain as feeling that something was taken from the self, then the 
energy within the self will be built and will be maintained at a higher level. 

"Know that one is only drained when that is taken from him, is taken not of his will but 
because he failed to project. Then it is not giving, but theft of energy, from self that 
drains the self psychically. Then give of self, thereby protecting self, for as there is the 
conscious giving of oneself to another, there is, as well, the building of that which is 
being given. Never can one give of the love that is within, without producing the greater 
love in response. Remember the filling of the widow’s vessel, in the pouring into other 
vessels, the single vessel always became full again, and overflowed. Then give of self 
in this manner." 

Paul Solomon Reading 0105 L 0071 MA 0001 JDE, Atlanta, GA 01/05/73 

"Now this would be the ministry of this lifetime, recognize it as Divine charge, for there is 
no greater mission. Blessed is he who can so serve that others would be humbled by 
His Presence. Wear His radiant smile, let always His light shine through this life, 
through this body. There is no greater gift than one whose only gift is the radiance of His 
Divine smile, the ability to allow the Christ to be reflected in all those about." 

Paul Solomon Reading 0057 L 0031 FA 0001, Atlanta, GA 10/31/72 

"Look for opportunities to make others happy for this is the special talent for this one. 
This one would have a great deal of ability to project humor, to cause others to smile 
and laugh…Realize that the best you can do on this plane of earth is to cause others to 
smile and seek especially to use this ability to make others smile and laugh and if there 
would be the psychic reading of others, do this in a humorous way or that is, that this 
one would not claim to be a spiritual reader, but this one would poke fun at the faults of 
others, at the ideas of others and read the palms or these other things, the crystal balls 
or whatever in a joking way, but that which is seen as personality defects in the one 
being read, would be pointed out in a laughing manner that the person would learn to 
laugh at himself and thus draw out others and cause them to be the more spiritual 
person. Then thou would have more purposes than one; there will be the laughter, the 
smiles brought to the face, to the life, for each one will recognize himself in the jokes, in 
the fun poked at their personality and would seek to develop, to bring out the truth of 
self. It would be easier to see one’s own faults if presented in this manner. Then one 
would have the special ability to do so and we would see that this should be developed." 
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